1. Introduction.
In this paper we considerthe convergenceof closed-loopsolutions to discrete or sampledtime linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control problems and the associatedRiccati equations for infinite dimensional systems defined on Hilbert spacesto the solutions to the correspondingcontinuous time problems and Riccati equations, as the length of the sampling interval tends toward zero. With the advent and proliferation of micro-computers, and control tasks becomingever more complex (for example, the stabilization of large flexible spacecraft), the roles played by discrete or sampled time control design techniquesand distributed parameter systems have become increasingly more important. It has become necessary,therefore, to develop extensionsof many of the familiar results for finite dimensional systems to an infinite dimensional setting. One area that has recently received a great deal of attention has been the LQ theory. Certain aspectsof the linear-quadratic approach to control design for both continuous and sampled time infinite dimensional systems have been studied extensively. In particular, these aspectsinclude, for example, the linear state feedbackstructure of the optimal control law, the optimal LQG estimator and compensator problems.,boundary control, and finite dimensional approximation (for specific references,see below). But to the best of our knowledge, however, the inter-relation between the continuous and discrete time theories, which in the finite dimensional caseis well understood, has not as of yet, been looked at in the context of infinite dimensional systems. Such a study would be useful, for example, because typically in engineering practice, the discrete and continuous time LQ theories are applied interchangeably without regard to as to whether or not the actual system is continuous or discretein nature. In particular, dueto hardware constraints, most systems occurring in engineering practice are in fact discrete. However, if the sampling is considered to be rapid enough, the system may be treated as continuous when an optimal control law, state estimator, or compensatoris designed. Our work is largely motivated by the fact that the results we shall present here will serve to, in some sense,justify this approach.
We note that in finite dimensions,where strong and uniform norm convergenceof linear operators are equivalent,the continuousdependencewith respectto sampling of the solution to the linear quadratic control problem and associatedRiccati equation is straight forward. Indeed, in [Le] the continuous time theory is established by first deriving the discrete time results, which are fundamentally algebraic in nature, and then taking the limit as the length of the sampling interval tends toward zero. However, in infinite dimensions,as is typically the case, the desired convergenceis lessobvious. This is especially true in the caseof the infinite time horizon problem. It is this problem that we addresshere.
We consider both the finite and infinite time horizon problems. In the caseof the finite time horizon problem, under the assumption of strong continuity of the operators which define the control system and performance index, together with a stability and consistencyhypothesis on the sampling scheme,we are able to deduce the desiredconvergence.We must developan appropriate framework to facilitate the comparisonof discreteand continuoustime operator families. For this purposewe rely heavily upon Kato's [K] treatment of discrete semigroups. In the caseof the infinite time horizon problem we must additionally assumestabilizability and detectability of the discrete time systemswith some degreeof uniformity in the sampling rate. The notion of stabilizability/detectability uniform with respect to sampling will be made precise in Section3 below. We are able to establishthat if the continuoustime system is stabilizable and detectablevia finite rank feedback,and if zero-orderhold sampling is employed, then the resulting discrete time systemsare uniformly stabilizable and detectable for sufficiently small sampling interval. We also have a result concerning the uniform stabilizability and detectability of parabolic systems. However,this result will not be discussedhere, but rather in a forthcoming manuscript.
Our treatment is functional analytic in nature, and is similar in spirit to the many recent studies of convergenceof solutions to LQ control and estimation problems and the associated Riccati equations under state (space) approximation (i.e. finite difference, modal, or finite element, for example). See, for example, [BK] , [BW] , [G] , [GA] , [GR] , and [W] . For the discrete time LQ theory for infinite dimensional systems,we rely heavily on the well known results contained in [HH] , [LCB] , and [Z] .
In addition to our theoretical results, we have included the results of someof our numerical convergencestudies. We present and discussour findings for the infinite time horizon LQ optimal control problems for a one dimensional heat or diffusion equation, a one dimensional hereditary or delay system, and a hybrid system of ordinary and partial differential equations describing the small amplitude transverse vibration of a cantilevered Voigt-Kelvin viscoelastic beam with tip mass.
An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we treat the finite time horizon problem. The infinite time horizon problem is considered in the third section. Our numerical results are presentedand discussedin Section 4, while a brief fifth section contains a summary and someconcluding remarks.
2. LQR Problems with Finite Time Horizon. In this section we consider the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem over a finite time interval. The basic notation and our general assumptions are introduced in the statements of both the continuoustime and correspondingsampledtime problemsgiven below. The existence and uniquenessof the optimal control aswell as its closedloop feedbackstructure can be obtained using a variety of approaches. Here we opt to consider the optimal control problem as the minimization of a strictly coercive quadratic form on the admissible control space. This approach yields an explicit representation for the solution of the usual Riccati equations (for both the continuous and sampled time problems) in terms of the underlying system and penalty operators which define the problems. Sincethe particular focus of our effort hereis the consideration of sampled time problems as approximations to a continuous time problem, specialized notions and characterizations of convergencemust be introduced. Once this is done, our fundamental result for the finite time horizon problem can be stated in terms of these specializednotions of convergenceas follows. The convergenceof the optimal control and the optimal feedback laws for the sampled systemsto the optimal control and feedback law for the continuous time problem as the length of the sampling interval 2 Let H and U be Hilbert spaces with inner products < .,. >H and < .,. >v respectively. Let to,tf E R be given with to < tl, and let T = {T(t,s) :to < s < t < t/} be an evolution system on H. (u;to, x(to) 
and let {Th(k,j) : ko < j <_ k < k/} be the discrete time evolution system on H given 
For the discrete time case, we make the following assumptions.
(D1) For each h > 0 the operators 
For each h > 0 and j = ko, ko + 1,...,kf -1, let _/hj" = 12(j, kf -1;U) endowed with the inner product = J_ (_,j;j,x.(j) ,a_)
where the sequence of self-adjoint operators in L(H), k:-I {IIh (k) }k=ko, are given by (2.14) 
where 
The families Oh, h > 0 will be said to approximate ¢ on the set A(n, T),
and if Oh approximates ¢ at each t• A(n,T).
When the discrete time families
Oh, h > 0 approximate the continuous time family
O at time t (on the set A(n,T)) we shall write Oh _ • at time { (on the set A(n,T)). :
Note that when 
Conversely, if Kt`= [T/h]
and Ot`--_ ¢ uniformly in t for t • A(n,T), then Ct`--_ ¢ on the set A(n,T).
Let the continuous time families
be as given in the statement of the continuous time LQR problem (P) (i.e., in particular assume that the conditions (C1)-(C3) hold).
and
be discrete time families of bounded linear operators which satisfy conditions (D1) and (D2) and which satisfy the following conditions.
(A2) (a) (Stability) The discrete time families of operators 
We shall also assume that
is as in condition (C3) and that for each
We require that the additional approximation condition
(2.17)
when s E [0, ts,h ), and by (Bh,,) = 0 when s E [tf.h,ts], for ¢ E H.
)is given by (2.11).
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Note that for
when s E [0,ts,h ), and by Bh,,uh = 0 when s E [ts,h, ts] for uh E _/h. Note that for j = 0, 1, 2,..., kf, h -1 and uhd E _/h,j we have ti_,,uh= S;,su_, j (2.20)
ftf,h~.
Ts_(ts,h, t
(sD,,,,_,,)(ts,+, -h),
•., kf, h -1, and 
3), and (2.4), 
T(t/,s)'GT(tI, s)¢ + ¢/ 'I T(t,s)*Q(t)T(t,s)¢dt
and equations (2.26), (2.31).
Let F = (F(t) : 0 < t < t f) and S = (S(t,s) :0 < s < t < t f} be respectively the continuous 
and for 0 _< s < t _< t I jfs t
(2.32) S(t,s)¢ = T(t,s)¢-T(t, rl)B(rl)F(rl)S(rt,s)¢&l
Similarly, for the discrete time problem, let the discrete time
..,kLh-1, and 
and from (2.33) we obtain 
The Infinite Time Horizon
Problem. The linearquadratic regulator problem over an infinitetime interval can be viewed as an extension of the finitetime intervalproblem. The state equations (2.1) and (2.9) governing the dynamics of the continuous time and discretetime control systems, respectively,remain the same. The continuous and discrete time operator families{T,B, Q,R}, and _Th, Bh, Qh, Rh} are assumed to be defined on the infinitetime intervals[to, %cx)) c R and [k0,+oo) C Z, respectively.The cost functionals are taken to be (u;to,x(to) ,O) 
)¢ = T(t,s)*IIoo(t;O)T(t,s)¢

+ -/' T(r,
Hoo(r; O) ( B R-1B*) (r) H_(r; O) ]T(r, s)¢dr, J, for all ¢ E H and (t,s) E A(2, oc). Similarly, the operator-valued sequence
Hh,oo(';0)
is bounded for 0 < k < oo and satisfies the Riccati difference equation 
S(t,s)¢= T(t,s)¢-T(t,r)B(r)F(r)S(r,s)¢ds, forCEH.
The evolution system S is also referred to as the perturbation of T by -BF. It is not difficult to verify that S(t,0)¢ corresponds to the optimal trajectory for the continuous time infinite horizon problem with initial state ¢ E H. Similarly, let the discrete time evolution system Sh = {Sh(i,j) :0 < j < i < oo} be defined as 
I]S(t,s))lL(, ) < Mexp{-a(ts)}.
(ii) The discrete time optimal feedback system (3.6) is said to be exponentially stable, if there exist constants Mh and ah > 0 such that, for all 0 < 3" _< i < oe, [[Sh(i,j) 
IIT(t,s)NL(,-,) S Ce'('-'l, IIT,'(t,s)ll,,(H) < Ce-"('-'), and
IITh(i,j)HL(H) <_ CeW('-Y}^, IITv(i,j)IIL(H) <_ h.
Then there exists constants M and/3 > 0 depending only on the constants C, r, a and w such that
IIS(t,s)IIL(H)
<_ Me-e(t-'), 
Let us define
The evolution system Tv.h is bounded;
IIT_,h(i,3)IIL(H) _<c exp{-a(i-j)h}. (ii) A sampled system is said to be stabilizable, if there exists a bounded sequence of operators {gh (k) }_¢=0 C L(H, U) such that the discrete evolution operator
Thus we obtain
II,_h(t, s)¢tlH _<
is exponentially stable.
(iii) The sampled time systems for are said to be uniformly stabilizable for 0 < h < h0 if there exist constants C1, C2, a > 0 independent of the sampling period h, such that Kh and Tg,h satisfy 
for all ¢ E H and for all 0 ___s _< t < c¢. Consider the zero-order hold discretization described in the Section 2. For each k ___0, the operators
with the discrete evolution systems Tg, h, Tv, h then given by
If the discrete time evolution systems TK,h, Tv, n are uniformly exponentially stable for all 0 < h < h0 for some h0 > 0, then, these sampled time systems are uniformly stabilizable and uniformly detectable. Using (3.7) and (3.8), the evolution systems TK, and Tv satisfy 
Multiplying both sides of (3.13) and (3.14) by exp{w(ij)h)}, and rewriting these equations in a variation of constants form, we obtain 
t:=o'
If there exists a constant h0 > 0such that for all h < ho, exp{wh}ll@h(k)[IL(H) < _o/2M
and exp{wh}llqdh(k)ltL(H) < w/2M, then,
The discrete Gronwall inequality then yields T(t, rl)gk(rl) , k=l for 0 < s < rl < t < c_. Therefore, we have 
T(t, rt)V(rl)q(rl)t/2Tv(rl, S)¢
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions
at rt = 0 and rt = 1 where a > 0, b E R, 0 <_ el < e2 _< 1, and X, denotes the characteristic function on the set S. We take the performance index to be
In this case we have g = L2(0, 1), For the gains in Figure  4 . We let H ---R × L_(-1,0),U --R and set 
T(t)(t},_o)
= (x(t),x_) where x is the solution to (4.1) with u -0 and corresponding to the initial data We take an energy based performance index:
/oOO{i , a: {m(a=(t, 1)):
_EI fo (-_2x(t,rl)) :drl + 11 cqxt } + f0 2P(N ( ,_))=d, + ru(t) = dt.
Once again the abstract Hilbert space formulation of this problem is standard. We Table 2 and Figure  4 .4 below. We have not as of yet looked at these problems, but suspect that similar results to those given above could be obtained.
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